
Privacy Policy 
 

The LEXICONT service (the “Service”) is a platform for the exchange of text, audio and other materials (the 
“Content”), for learning foreign words and expressions using foreign native speakers. Service users around the 
world can help each other in learning foreign languages by exchanging Content on a mutually beneficial basis. The 
content can be accessed in the LEXICONT mobile application for iOS and Android operating systems. 
The provision of information by the user helps to take full advantage of the Service, as well as to select the Content 
necessary for the user and organize the process of learning foreign words and expressions more efficiently. 
The Service may collect, store and use your personal information in connection with the use of products and 
services, as well as the www.lexicont.com website, in accordance with this privacy policy ("Privacy Policy"). For any 
questions or information related to the Privacy Policy, please contact us at info@lexicont.com All Services are 
governed by this Privacy Policy, and by using or accessing the Service, you consent to the processing, use and 
disclosure of your data. Please do not install or use the Services if you do not agree with this Privacy Policy. 
LEXICONT Service reserves the right to change this Privacy Policy. Your continued use of the Services will constitute 
your acceptance of the changes to this Privacy Policy. 
This Privacy Policy is intended to help you understand how we collect and use the personal information you 
provide using the official LEXICONT mobile applications for iOS and Android, as well as the www.lexicont.com 
website. 
 
Information we collect and its sources 
We need to collect certain information in order to provide you with the service or support that you need while 
using the Service. The type of information we collect may vary depending on how you access and use our Service. 
In addition, you can voluntarily provide us with additional information. Below, we have described the types of 
information we collect and where we collect it from. 
 
Information you provide us to use the Service 
 
Account information 
We collect information that you provide when you sign up for a LEXICONT account, log into your account, 
communicate with us, respond to our surveys, download or use Content or otherwise use the Services. We ask for 
your email address, date of birth, native language and your gender when you choose to subscribe to the Service so 
that we can provide you with the Services and allow us to comply with applicable rules. Without providing this 
information, the use of the Service is limited, within the framework of familiarization with the functionality. 
 
Transactional information 
Users who engage in financial transactions with LEXICONT, such as purchasing an updated subscription, are asked 
to provide additional information to complete the transaction, such as credit card number, billing address and full 
name. 
Users can always refrain from providing certain information, but this may limit the use of the Service, to the extent 
that this information is necessary. 
 
Information you provide to improve your experience 
You can provide us with additional information to improve your user experience when using the Service. This 
additional information will be processed with your consent and / or to provide you with the additional services you 
have requested. This information includes your responses to surveys, participation in contests, promotions or 
other marketing activities, suggestions for improvement, recommendations or any other activity on the LEXICONT 
Service. 
 
Information that we receive automatically when using the Service 
We automatically collect information about you and how you use the Service, for example, when you create a 
training kit, view and interact with other users of the Service, create content, or use the content of other users. 
This information we collect includes: 
 
Device info 
Like most Services, LEXICONT collects information about how users visit our site and what devices they use. We 
collect device information (for example, your hardware model, operating system version, device identifiers such as 
IDFA and UDID, and mobile network information). The LEXICONT Service may associate your device identifiers or 
other device information with your account to help us deliver consistent services on your devices. 
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Geolocation information 
We may use your current IP address to get a rough idea of where you are in order to provide you with an improved 
service. We may request access to location sensors such as GPS or Bluetooth beacons and collect information from 
your mobile device when you download or use our Services. 
 
Information log 
 When you use LEXICONT, we automatically collect and store certain information about your activity within the 
Service. This data includes information about how you used the Service, such as your searches, clicks and site 
navigation information, or other activities related to your activity within the Service. 
Information may also include data such as: 
• Type of browser used 
• Language preference and time zone 
• Link to the site, as well as the date and time of each visitor's request 
• Connection information, such as internet service provider or mobile operator 
• Internet Protocol (IP) address 
• Entry and exit times 
 
User data policy for children under 13 
The LEXICONT Service is not intended for anyone under the age of 13 and we do not collect personal information 
from children under the age of 13. 
In the event that it is found that a child under the age of 13 has provided us with personal information, the Service 
will immediately delete it. If you are a parent or guardian and you know that your child has provided us with 
personal information, please contact us by email at info@lexicont.com so that we can take the necessary steps. 
 
How we use the information we receive 
 
Service provision, analysis, improvement and development 
The collection and processing of confidential data is necessary to improve our experience, including the provision, 
maintenance, improvement of our services, and the development and development of new products for our users. 
Using the information received, we can better provide our services, personalize content and make suggestions for 
you to understand how you use our Service when interacting with it. We may conduct surveys and research, test 
features during development and analyze information needed to evaluate and improve products and services, 
develop new products or features, and perform analysis and troubleshooting. 
 
Here are some examples of how we use this information: 
• Providing, maintaining and improving the Service. The account information we collect from you allows us to help 
you log in, post content, and use the various learning tools we have. It also allows us to learn about how you and 
others use the Service to create and use Content. 
• Improving, personalizing and facilitating your use of the Service. When you register and use a LEXICONT account, 
we may associate certain information with your new account, such as information about other LEXICONT accounts 
you have or currently have, and your previous use of the Service. For example, we use information collected from 
cookies and other technologies such as pixel tags to store your language preferences, so our Services will be 
displayed in the language you prefer. We do this to ensure that content from the Service is presented in the most 
effective way for you. 
• Measurement, tracking and analysis of trends in the use of the Service. In order to develop and improve our 
Services and provide a safe and consistent experience, we need to collect certain information to analyze the use 
and performance of the Service. We also use mobile analytics software to pursue our legitimate interests in 
operating and improving the LEXICONT Services, allowing us to better understand the functionality of our mobile 
software on your device. This software can record information such as how often you use the application, events 
and activities that occur within the application, aggregate usage, performance data, and where the application was 
downloaded from. 
• Fulfillment of any other purposes disclosed to you in connection with your use of the Service. 
 
Interaction with the user when receiving the Service 
We also use your account information and data that you provide to us to provide you with relevant information 
and to help you use the Service, if necessary. 
This information may include: 
• Sending you information that we find useful or that you have requested from us about our products and services. 
We may send you information about those parts of the Service that you use or that may be relevant to you. 
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• Conducting surveys and collecting feedback on the Service. We do this to evaluate the effectiveness of any 
updates we provide. 
• Providing assistance or responding to support requests. We send you the information and support requested, 
including technical notices, security alerts, and other administrative messages, to help you resolve issues you may 
encounter while using the Service or your LEXICONT account. 
 
Protecting the service and maintaining a secure environment 
We use the information we collect to maintain the LEXICONT Service as a safe and secure platform for all of our 
users, including proper compliance with the Service's policies and compliance with laws and applicable regulations. 
These efforts include: 
• Prevention of fraud, crime and abuse, as well as the security and integrity of the Service. This includes 
investigating, detecting and preventing or reporting fraud, misrepresentation, security breaches or incidents, other 
potentially prohibited or illegal activities, or otherwise to protect your account. 
• Protecting the rights and property of ours and third parties and enforcing our Terms of Service or other 
applicable agreements or policies. 
• Verification of your identity. In some cases, we may need to verify your identity to protect the security and 
integrity of the Service and your account. 
• Compliance with any applicable laws or regulations. This includes responding appropriately to legitimate 
requests for information from government or third parties through legal process. 
• Contacting you to resolve disputes, collect payments, and assist with service. 
 
Advertising, Analytics and Marketing 
 
To support the LEXICONT Service and provide our users with relevant information about the Service and the 
opportunities provided by partners, LEXICONT may use your personal information for marketing purposes. We 
may also inform you and others about the opportunities, products, services, contests, promotions, discounts, 
incentives, surveys and rewards offered by us and our select partners. We may also show you relevant 
advertisements when you use the Service. 
 
Cookies and other similar technologies 
 
Technologies such as cookies, beacons, tags and scripts are used by the LEXICONT Service and / or our partners' 
affiliates, analysts or service providers to collect and store data about our users in order to provide the Services 
and are an important technology that enables the LEXICONT Service to pursue our legitimate interests in the 
operation and improvement of the Service. 
 
Information we process 
We also collect some information from other sources and combine it with the information we receive from you. To 
ensure the correct use of the Service, we combine information collected from different devices, such as computers 
and mobile devices. 
 
Other use 
We may process data for any other purposes that users of the Service are informed about in connection with the 
receipt of the Services. If the Service needs to process your personal data for purposes other than those specified 
above and incompatible with the original purpose of processing, we will provide users of the Service with the 
relevant information before processing the data and, if necessary, obtain your consent. 
 
Information transfer methods 
 
Information that you decide to share within the Service 
Some information about you or your actions that you perform on the LEXICONT Service may be displayed publicly, 
for example, information included in your user profile, high scores you achieved or words and sets you learned, 
any Content you provide may be visible and accessible other users of the Service. 
Whenever possible, we provide you with choices regarding the privacy of your information when using the Service. 
 
How the Service shares the information received 
 
The LEXICONT service shares information with third parties in the following cases: 



With your consent. We will transfer personal information to companies, organizations, or individuals outside of 
the Service when we have your consent to do so. 
For external processing. The Service provides personal and non-personal information to our partners, trusted 
organizations, suppliers and other affiliated organizations to process it on our behalf. 
Some of these contractors and subsidiaries may be located outside your country. Our providers process data in 
accordance with our instructions, the Privacy Notice and any other appropriate privacy, security or other 
requirements that we deem necessary to fulfill the obligations of the LEXICONT Service. By using the Service, you 
agree to allow these companies to process your data on our behalf, no matter where it is located. We regularly 
update the list of our partners, service providers and subprocessors as part of the improvement of the Service. 
 
Respond to legal and other inquiries and prevent harm. The Service will transfer all categories of personal 
information to companies, organizations or individuals outside of the Service if we have a good faith belief that 
access, use, storage, or disclosure of information is reasonably necessary for the following purposes: 
• Respond to or comply with any applicable law, regulation, legal process, or other enforceable government 
request. 
• Enforce our Terms of Service, including investigating possible violations. 
• Detect, prevent or otherwise resolve fraud, security or technical issues. 
• Protect and prevent damage to the rights, property or safety of the Service, our users or the public as required or 
permitted by law. 
 
Any successor to all or part of our business. If the LEXICONT Service is involved in the merger, acquisition or sale 
of all or part of its assets, you will be notified by email and / or notification on the www.lexicont.com website. 
 
For research purposes. From time to time, the Service may publish non-personal information in aggregate or as 
part of anonymous datasets, for example, by publishing a report on website usage trends. 
 
Your choices about how we use your information 
Advertising communications 
You may receive promotional emails from the Service when you first interact with the Service or submit a request 
to us. You may opt-out of receiving promotional emails from the Service when it collects your information by 
following the onscreen instructions in those emails or by changing your notification settings on your LEXICONT 
account. Opting out of receiving communications may affect your use of the Services. If you choose to opt out, the 
Service will be able to continue to send you push notifications and non-advertising messages. 
 
Who can view the information you post 
Comments that users post on our Service or in reviews may be viewed by other users and the general public. Users 
of the Service need to be aware that any information they provide in these areas can be read, collected and used 
by other users who have access to it. To request the removal of your personal information from these areas, 
please contact us at info@lexicont.com. If it is impossible to delete personal information, we will inform you of the 
reason why these actions cannot be performed 
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